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What should you do if you find a BOGO sale? Do you ignore it? Do you turn it down? Should you try
to match it? Below you will find the answers to these frequently asked questions. For many of us,

having one or more of these common gifts on our lists will qualify us for a BOGO deal. What does this
BOGO sale mean? It means you can buy this product at a very low price. Depending on the deal, you
may pay nothing or be able to pay even less! Letâ€™s assume you have already been in the market
for a major purchase and are continuing to search for a deal. You may find a store to purchase at a

low price and try to take advantage of this one time good fortune. What you should do? First, a good
idea is to know the terms of the offer and take them to heart. The obvious questions are, how long

will it last? Can you wait for a week or a month to get the deal? Do you need it right away or can you
wait? A better idea would be to carefully read the fine print. It may tell you that the sale is for a

limited time and not applicable to your purchase. Certain stores may not be able to honor a BOGO
offer if they do not have the same, or similar items. If you are accustomed to getting these deals,

however, you can set yourself apart from the rest of the shoppers and approach these special offers
with a strategy that will allow you to benefit as much as possible. Here are some things you can do:
Be the first to buy. Sometimes there is not a second or third person around to buy the same item at
the same time. You may be the only person or person with certain criteria who can shop. Do a little
homework. Look at the products offered by the store and decide if you can afford to buy them at full

price. Also, notice the reasons a customer buys an item. You will learn this information by reading
carefully the advertisements and reviews you find on the site where the sale is going on. This is

important to know before you start shopping. You may be able to wait for a special promotion, or sell
the item on the secondary market. If you do wait and the item is sold again, you may be able to get
the item for a much lower price. You may know exactly what you want and would be willing to pay

for it. In this case, you can
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